
The Curious World Of The Demoulin Brothers
And Their Fraternal Lodge Prank
Prepare to journey back in time to the early 20th century, a world of secrecy and
mysterious brotherhoods. In this tale, we explore the intriguing story of the
Demoulin Brothers and their unforgettable contribution to the history of fraternal
lodges. Get ready to enter the curious world of the Demoulin Brothers and their
prank that left a lasting mark on the fraternity scene.

The Birth of a Prankster

Let's start by diving into the origin of the Demoulin Brothers and their mischievous
nature. Born in the late 19th century to a modest family, the brothers, Edmond
and Gustave, showed an early inclination for pranks and practical jokes. Their
mischievous adventures entertained their friends and often caused a great deal of
chaos in their small town.

As they got older, the Demoulin Brothers began channelling their antics into more
elaborate schemes. Their creative minds and natural sense of humor led them to
conceive a plan that would change their lives forever – the invention of a prank
specifically designed for fraternal lodges.
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The Rise of Fraternal Lodges

During the early 1900s, fraternal lodges were experiencing a surge in popularity.
These organizations, often shrouded in secrecy, attracted men from all walks of
life seeking brotherhood, camaraderie, and an escape from the monotony of daily
life. It seemed like the perfect setting for the Demoulin Brothers to unleash their
brand of mischief.

Within the secret walls of these lodges, rituals, ceremonies, and initiation
practices were an essential part of the experience. Members would endure
various challenges and tests to prove their dedication and loyalty. It was in this
world that the Demoulin Brothers saw an opportunity – how could they inject their
unique brand of humor into these serious gatherings?

The Creation of the Prank

After countless hours of brainstorming and experimenting, the Demoulin Brothers
devised their masterpiece – an elaborate initiation prank that would both baffle
and amuse lodge members. They used their knowledge of engineering and
construction to create a collection of strange and unconventional devices that
appeared to be part of a serious initiation ceremony but were, in fact, designed
purely for entertainment.

Included in their collection were gadgets such as "The Goat Tricker," a
mechanical goat that was meant to surprise unsuspecting initiates, and "The
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Fainting Goat," an optical illusion contraption that left members wondering if what
they saw was real or a trick of the eye. Each device was cleverly designed to
evoke laughter while adding an element of surprise to the proceedings.

The Prank Takes the Fraternal World by Storm

Once the Demoulin Brothers perfected their prank devices, they wasted no time
in introducing them to the fraternity world. They managed to strike a deal with a
prominent fraternal organization, and soon, their devices were in high demand.
Lodge members from all over the country were eager to experience the thrill of
the Demoulin Brothers' pranks.

The success of their invention was undeniable. Fraternal lodges couldn't get
enough of the laughter and excitement that the Demoulin Brothers' devices
brought to their ceremonies. Word spread like wildfire, and soon, the prank
devices became a staple in fraternal initiation rituals across the nation.

An Undeniable Legacy

The legacy of the Demoulin Brothers lives on even today. Although the fraternity
scene has evolved, their prank devices continue to be a source of joy and
entertainment in modern fraternal gatherings. Countless lodge members have
experienced the thrill of being initiated through the cleverly designed contraptions
of the Demoulin Brothers.

The impact of the Demoulin Brothers' prank extends beyond entertainment. Their
invention rejuvenated fraternal lodges, attracting new members and reinvigorating
established ones. The humor and community spirit that the prank devices brought
to these ceremonies fostered a stronger bond among lodge members.



Even outside of the fraternal world, the influence of the Demoulin Brothers can be
seen. Their commitment to creativity and humor serves as an inspiration for
pranksters and inventors alike. Their legacy reminds us of the power of laughter
and the joy that can be brought to even the most serious of settings.

The Enduring Enigma

Despite their significant contributions, the Demoulin Brothers remain enigmatic
figures. Their invention took center stage, but their personal lives remained
largely in the shadows. Little is known about their origins, their motivations, or the
impact their work had on their own lives. They left behind a web of intrigue and
mystery that only adds to the allure of their story.

As we reflect on the curious world of the Demoulin Brothers and their fraternal
lodge prank, we are reminded of the power of imagination and the impact that a
well-executed prank can have. The legacy they left behind serves as a testament
to the enduring nature of humor and the unique ability it has to bring people
together.

So, the next time you attend a fraternal gathering, take a moment to appreciate
the laughter and camaraderie that fills the room. Behind those smiles, you just
might catch whispers of the Demoulin Brothers and their mischievous invention
that forever altered the world of fraternal lodges.
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"This stuff is more than just fancy pranks. It's Americana. Never has nonsense
been taken so seriously...This book is a fascinating, appetite- whetting glimpse for
the, if you'll pardon the expression, uninitiated."
-David Copperfield, from the foreword

At the beginning of the twentieth century, 40 percent of American men belonged
to a lodge, and they were hazing their newbies with cigar- smoking camels,
spankers, and even fake guillotines. Nearly all their prank devices came from the
same place: catalogs published by the DeMoulin Brothers Company from 1896 to
1930.

Julia Suits discovered one of these all-but-forgotten catalogs at a flea market. Its
pages were full of bizarre hazing props: old-fashioned telephones that squirted
water, bucking goats attached to tricycles, Victorian- looking furniture that sent
electric shocks. These prank machines are the relics of mischief and daredevilry,
produced for the country's original fraternity- hazing culture, and created by
America's original high-tech geeks of the electric age.

The Extraordinary Catalog of Peculiar Inventions offers a peek into twentieth-
century American culture that most people have never seen. At its core are
hundreds of the most inventive DeMoulin prank machines, complete with their
original, quirky descriptions and eccentric line art. Alongside the catalog pages
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are newspaper clippings, lodge trivia, quotes, and stories that show the true side
of America's original hazing culture.
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